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Values Media, Inc Opens Happyshops for Call Center 
Employees

With the increasing attrition rate of call center employees, VMI’s 
Happyshops offer effective and long-term solution to this common 
industry woe. 
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Business process outsourcing is indeed a flourishing industry in the 
Philippines. With the scarcity of job opportunities in the country, the call 
center industry becomes an attractive career to many Filipinos seeking 
employment. While being a lucrative job, the attrition rate of call center 
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Happyshops’ Happy Moments

center industry becomes an attractive career to many Filipinos seeking 
employment. While being a lucrative job, the attrition rate of call center 
agents has been a growing concern to companies. According to the Call 
Center Association of the Philippines, the attrition rate can go as high as 
18 percent. This will lead to dramatic financial losses to call center 
companies, particularly to those investing on workforce management. 

Experts say that increasing the salaries is merely a “band-aid” solution and 
will not answer the problem. They must offer a long-term solution. And 
this is where Values Media, Inc (VMI) can help these companies.

VMI offers Happyshops, a workshop consisting of fun learning sessions 
and activities (i.e. physical and mental exercises, AVP presentations, 
interactive song and dance , group discussions, and personal evaluation 
and planning exercises) that allow employees to freely share their insights 
on how to improve their work life. The activities also encourage them to 
think out of the box and be proactive. With a combination of humor, 
creativity, and excellent speakers, Happyshops make serious topics light, 
entertaining, and educational.
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Participants gave their heart laughs 

during a happyshop session



Here are some of the Happyshops offered by VMI:

1. Heart & Ways of a Leader. Being a leader is like being a parent. 

Designed for managers and supervisors, this happyshop teaches leaders 

to have a nurturing attitude toward their subordinates. It also helps 

them see their jobs as exciting and fulfilling at the same time.

2.The Heart of the Team. Handling conflicts, moving the team forward, 

and keeping the harmony are just few of the responsibilities on the 

shoulders of a team-builder. These may sound difficult and heavy but 

with activities thatThe Heart of the Team offers, team builders learn the 

importance of creating and maintain good relationships among the team 

members in and out of the workplace. 

What do  the Happyshop-

goers say?

“Very informative and 

helpful. How about a part 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ...”

- Lel Juadao, Exec Asst -

Call Center 

“So refreshing! ... People 

should be given an 

opportunity to have this 

For inquiries, you may reach VMI through the following:

Phone:

7224662/7252611

E-mail: values_mediain@yahoo.com

Website: www.laughterfromtheheart.com

3. Heart at Work. Repetitive jobs are boring and result in burn-out. 

With the inspiring sessions that this happyshop offers, call center agents 

will have a new attitude toward their jobs and make them realize that 

they are assets of the company.

About Values Media, Inc

Values Media, Inc developed the Happyshop in 1999 to help support and 

motivate school heads and personnel. With the positive response from 

schools, VMI decided to open the Happyshop to call center employees in 

2008. Currently, VMI offers happyshops to different organizations like 

call center companies.

opportunity to have this 

training especially 

employees who deal with 

a lot of people ...”

- Doratela Barquez, Pre 

Need Company


